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The Typographic Matchmaking 01 
Building cultural bridges with typeface design

1. Introduction

1.1. State of existing Arabic Fonts.

Type design in the Arab world has been slow in comparison 

to other fast growing commercial developments within this 

interesting and geographically widespread area of the world. 

The state of Arabic fonts is lamentable. There is a shortage of 

high quality (and variety) of readily available Arabic fonts. The 

few that do exist do not have the essential matching Latin font. 

Most of these fonts do not work effectively in on-line, web, and 

new media applications. This has had a very negative effect on 

the development of the field of graphic design and new media 

adaptations in the Arab world where bilingual typography 

and communication are the norm. The field of graphic design 

is growing in the Middle East. In the past 10 years several art 

schools have opened their doors and have been graduating 

graphic designers. Yet the tools with which they need to create 

contemporary-looking design are not up to standard. The 

market is ripe for new design developments and professional 

advancement in the field of Arabic type design.

Type design in the Arab world and Middle East has been slowly 

progressing and because the market is small the effects of the 1st 

Typographic Matchmaking project has been clearly visible. Even 

in their Beta version, the fonts have been used, won awards for 

excellence in type design and been commissioned by commercial 

institutions. Namely:

1. the Arabic and Latin BigVesta fonts were commissioned for 

use in the exhibition presenting the major cultural development 

project in Abu Dhabi (the Saadiyat Island Cultural District) which 

will be housing some of the most prestigious international 

museums (like the Louvre and the Guggenheim); 

2. the Arabic version of the Fresco font won the NY Type Directors 

Award for excellence in Type Design. In addition, the font was 

commissioned for the lettering and information graphics in the 

Bidoun (magazine) Cinema and Video Art Lounge and cinema 

«Big Vesta» Arabic and Latin used for a prestigious exhibition in 
Abu Dhabi about the cultural district housing museums such the 
Louvre and the Guggenheim, on the Saadiyat Island. 2007

«Fresco Arabic» Arabic  wins TCD2 2008 award for excellence in 
Typeface Design. 2008
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program during the ArtDubai 2008 (the 1st International Art Fair 

in the Gulf region);

3. TheMix Arabic was commissioned (and further developed) 

as one of the corporate fonts for the redesign of the Al-Yawm 

newspaper in Dubai; 

4. the Seria fonts (Arabic and Latin) are now sold through 

FontShop International and were selected as the corporate fonts 

for Kaleem Books publishers for contemporary Arabic fiction; 

5. and the Fedra fonts (Latin and Arabic) were used for the print 

and signage of an impressive exhibition on Arab political posters 

that featured as one of the main exhibitions in Homeworks IV (in 

Beirut). 

Other than these major public manifestations, the highly 

successful El Hema exhibition, the fonts have been prominently 

featured in the book Arabesque, Graphic Design from the Arab 

World and Persia (Published by Gestalten Verlag. Berlin 2008), 

the first comprehensive and richly deigned and illustrated book 

on Middle Eastern graphic design. The Khatt Foundation website 

(www.khtt.net) has served as a vital resource in providing 

information and introducing a wide range of contemporary Arab 

and Persian designers to the publishers of this book.
FontShop chooses a the Khatt Foundation font «Sada», renamed 
FF Seria Arabic as its first Arabic font release.

«Sada» Arabic as the corporate font for Kaleem Books, publishers 
for contemporary Arabic fiction. 2008

«TheMix Arabic» used for the redesign of the Al-Yawm newspaper 
in Dubai. 2008
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The Khatt fonts have been used in many design applications 

(cultural and commercial, in print and on TV graphics in 

Lebanon, Egypt, UAE and other parts of the Middle East). The 

first Khatt fonts collection developed through the Typographic 

Matchmaking project has set a new type design trend and a 

higher standard for graphic design in 

the Arab world. These fonts have been 

a nice medium for promoting Dutch 

design as a vehicle for cultural exchange 

and collaboration (as well as the work 

of the designers involved). The benefits 

to the designers has been good in 

putting their names on the design map 

locally and internationally, resulting in 

commissions and more experience with 

working in other scripts than the ones 

they are familiar with.

Today all published Arabic fonts have a matching Latin font (not 

necessarily a good match or one designed specifically to work 

with the Arabic font, but still the trend has been set and the 

Typographic Matchmaking project has been copied—not only in 

type design but even in other design fields.

1.2. Type design trends and international markets.

Linotype Library GmBH has launched 2 years ago an Arabic Type 

Design Competition, in order to further develop its Arabic fonts 

collection, the selection of winners took place in November 

2005 and the awards were presented to the winners during the 

Kitabat Conference in Dubai in April 2006 (http://www.khtt.net/

artefact-107-en.html). Technology is now capable of supporting 

many scripts and across a varied range of computer platforms, 

but the design of such large and international font families is 

still in its infancy. This kind of font family is definitely rare 

and unavailable for general use (with the exception of some 

privately commissioned corporate fonts, for large multinational 

companies).

Fedra fonts (Latin and Arabic) were used for the print and 
signage of an impressive exhibition on Arab political posters 
that featured as one of the main exhibitions in Homeworks IV (in 
Beirut). 2008
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2. Goals of the Project.

There is definitely a lucrative opportunity to be a pioneer in this 

field. The Dutch have always been at the forefront of design and 

the fame of Dutch type design has been growing in international 

design circles. The importance of broadening the reputation and 

facilitating the marketing of Dutch Type Design in the developing 

countries and on an international level, can be helped by creating 

font families that incorporate next to the Latin script (and its 

European varieties) the Arabic script.

2.1. Building cultural bridges through collaboration and 

exchange of design expertise.

The cultural goals of the project are:

- To raise awareness internationally of the wealth and quality of 

Dutch design and culture, namely in the developing parts of the 

vast Arab world.

- To stimulate the exchange of expertise and skills between Dutch 

and Arab designers, for each to learn and grow further within 

their professional field.

- To help build cultural bridges between the Dutch and the Islamic 

cultures.

- To forge design collaborating and partnership across cultural 

divides (between East and West).

- To provide a positive view on globalization though the creating 

of a democratic working model that upholds plurality and the 

empowering of marginal cultures.

2.2. Pragmatic marketing tool for Dutch type design, and for 

establishing a basis for the profession of type design in the 

Arab World.

The concrete goals of the project are:

- To develop quality Arabic fonts that will on one hand set the 

benchmark for future developments in this field, and on the 

other create well matching fonts for existing Dutch type families. 

In the Arab world both Latin and Arabic script are used in 

combination in most design applications.

- To address the modernization of Arabic text faces that can 

provide design solutions for legible Arabic fonts that answer 

the contemporary design needs in the Arab world (namely for 

publications and new digital media applications).

- To provide design solutions for legible Arabic fonts that answer 

the dual-script needs of contemporary design in the Arab world.

- To broaden the scope of Dutch type designers and increase their 

sales potential.

- To advertise all designers (Dutch and Arab) involved and increase 

the potential of their getting international and lucrative design 

commissions.
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3. The Project’s Development Process

3.1 The early stage of launching the project.

The project was first discussed with a number of Dutch designers 

during the ATypI conference in Prague in September of 2004, 

and developed accordingly into a project with a defined and 

practical design brief. The Khatt Foundation then initiated the 

Typographic Matchmaking project, spearheaded and coordinated 

by Huda Smitshuijzen AbiFarès, in April 2005. Five renowned 

Dutch designers were invited and each was teamed-up with 

an established or upcoming Arab designer. The participating 

designers formed the following teams: Gerard Unger with Nadine 

Chahine, Fred Smeijers with Lara Assouad Khoury, Martin 

Majoor with Pascal Zoghbi, Lucas de Groot with Mouneer Al-

Shaarani, and Peter Bilak with Tarek Atrissi. In order to create a 

smooth and productive collaboration, the designers involved were 

matched according to their aesthetic styles, their personalities, 

and/or experiences. The project intended to create the space and 

facilitate collaboration between the Dutch and Arab designers for 

creating matching contemporary Arabic fonts that can become 

members of the Dutch designers’ existing font families.

The project was proposed to the Fonds BKVB in an application 

for financial subsidy that was granted in October 2005. The 

project officially started on the 1st of October 2005, where the 

details of the project were refined and clearly defined. The Khatt 

Foundation issued to all designers contracts that explained the 

project, their obligations and the research money they will be 

receiving for their participation and work. The project was finally 

completed with an extensive public presentation, that took place 

on the 24th of August 2007, in Amsterdam, (with an exhibition 

that is currently running until the 4th of November 2007).

The initial challenges of this project were slightly humbling: 

—First, asking two type designers who have never worked 

together to design a typeface was highly unusual— usually type 

design is an extremely individual and solitary endeavor. 

—Second, matching two designers from different cultural 

backgrounds (and in most cases) living in different countries 

posed other small complications; like traveling to meet face to 

face, or communicating remotely (through telephone and email). 

—Third, the expertise of the selected designers within one team 

was diverse; ranging from highly advanced technical knowledge, 

to design experience, to mastery of the Arabic language and 

script. This latter condition created an interesting balance 

of expertise within each team and lead to productive inter-

dependencies between the partners whereby each had new things 

to learn from this experimental project. 
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The over-reaching goal of this project was to set an example 

and to propose working methods, standards, and conventions 

for creating professionally designed and produced Arabic fonts. 

The experiments, problems, and developments encountered 

during the research and design process of each team raised some 

questions (hopefully to be further investigated in later projects 

and by other designers), provided some solutions and demystified 

the design and production process of Arabic type.

3.2. The design brief.

The brief focused mainly on creating book typefaces that can 

compliment the chosen Latin typefaces. Innovation and diversity 

in Arabic textfaces was a primary concern because book and 

publication design in the Arab world are far behind in terms of 

quality (partly because of lack of appropriate fonts). The design 

of an ever-growing number of modern bilingual magazines 

and publications is being set back aesthetically because of 

inadequate and poorly crafted Arabic fonts (modeled after 

antiquated and impractical calligraphic scripts). Infusing fresh 

blood into this area was not only a good starting point, but also 

the best way to address the problem of balancing legibility with 

reading conventions in modern Arabic printed media. Each 

Dutch designer was asked to select one appropriate font from 

his existing typefaces, and then in collaboration with his Arab 

partner to design a matching Arabic version. The selection of the 

starting Latin fonts addressed diverse design applications and 

type design approaches, consequently creating a much-needed 

variety of contemporary Arabic typefaces (which is something 

that lacks in the Arabic fonts available on the market today and 

which is much needed for the further development of graphic 

design in the Middle East). The main objective is to create legible 

Arabic fonts that accommodate contemporary design needs in the 

Arab world. 

A list of design requirements was set as follows:

• The Arabic font and its Latin counterpart should have the same 

visual size at the same point size (an 8pt Arabic type should be 

compatible with the 8pt Latin type).

• The Arabic fonts are to be designed in two weights: a regular 

or book weight for running text, and a bold weight for headings 

(excluding Italics which are not a common convention in Arabic 

typesetting).

• The Arabic fonts would have the same ‘look and feel’ as the Latin 

font, with similar design details like stem weight, color, letter 

contrast and stroke endings.

• Results should be truly bilingual fonts (and the Arabic version 

will carry the name of the Latin font it is meant to match, where 

legally possible).

• Fonts should accommodate the Farsi as well as the Arabic 
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languages in their character set.

• Fonts are to be professionally produced to work on commonly 

used Arabic DTP software (namely the Beta version released with 

the book should work on the Mac).

• Stylistic and design needs for graphic design in the Arab 

countries are addressed as a main objective of the design (as 

mentioned above).

3.3. The research and design stages

The main thrust of the project is to address the modernization 

of Arabic textfaces and to develop quality Arabic fonts that will 

on one hand set the benchmark for future developments in this 

field, and on the other create good matching fonts for existing 

Latin font families. As a first step, we identified the general 

problems of Arabic fonts available on the market today, and then 

defined them as follows:

• Lack of published simple and concise guidelines for how to 

design Arabic fonts.

• Lack of established and widely known design conventions such 

as similarities and differences between various letterforms, 

standard test words and test sentences. 

• Lack of information on legibility for Arabic fonts in various 

reading contexts.

• Lack of published information on standard encoding and 

character sets for Arabic fonts.

• Lack of unified technical standards that are universally shared 

by different technology suppliers (software and computer 

systems).

These problems were discussed and battled with during the three-

day workshop we conducted at Mediamatic in Amsterdam in 

January 2006, and was later carried on through the ongoing work 

of the designers and their sharing of information and experiences 

amongst themselves. The workshop was concluded with a small 

informal public presentation that introduced Dutch graphic 

designers and other curious intellectuals to the project that was 

still in its initial design phases. Throughout this whole two-year 

project, the designers shared their design and research process, 

and discussed their work and the technical aspects of designing 

Arabic fonts from the aesthetic to the programming level, and 

collaborated even across teams and with the help and mediation 

of Huda as the curator project coordinator.

3.3. The design process (final fonts and book).

Each team set their own personal schedule and working method, 

then the work and endless refinement of the design took its 

course over the one and half year that followed. The designers 

not only created the fonts, but they also created fictitious design 

applications that showcased how these fonts can be used in 
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real-life design situations. Throughout this process the designers 

shared their discoveries and concepts with Huda Smitshuijzen 

AbiFarès who was in charge of facilitating the exchange of 

information and advising on the designs. 

Huda Smitshuijzen AbiFarès was also in constant contact 

with the designers about their projects, through interviews, 

personal meetings, phone calls and emails, compiling notes and 

visual material for the writing and design of the ‘Typographic 

Matchmaking’ book. The development of each font project 

and the design process of each team is thoroughly discussed 

and presented in the book (and also on the Khatt Foundation’s 

website, www.khtt.net). Once the fonts were ready according 

to the set brief, the book design could be finalized. The book 

was designed as a bilingual (Arabic and English) publication 

and has acted as an extensive specimen book or ‘Letterproef’, 

for the designed fonts. Each section of the book made use 

of the respective fonts that were being discussed. The book 

also highlighted the previous work of the designers and their 

achievements to date. 

3.4. Outcomes of the Typographic Matchmaking project

Once the fonts and book were ready, a true assessment of the 

outcomes could begin. We feel that the project had up to that 

point achieved most of the essential goals we had set for it. The 

outcomes can be described as follows: 

• Lasting lessons for Arabic type design can be learned from this 

project. 

• Problems facing designing of Arabic fonts were highlighted.

• Preliminary standards and conventions for designing modern 

Arabic fonts were set.

• Information as clearly and as in-depth as possible, on design 

guidelines and technical aspects of Arabic typesetting technology 

and software to date, were provided. 

• Examples of well-crafted Arabic fonts that encourage well-

informed and innovative attitudes to designing Arabic type were 

established as models for future design developments. 

• A model for collaboration across cultural divides, and for the 

exchange of knowledge and expertise amongst designers from 

different backgrounds (and practicing in different cultures), was 

proposed.

•Several of the participating designers have been receiving design 

commissions based on the Arabic fonts they have created in 

the course of this project (such using the fonts for a prestigious 

design exhibition, or for an arab youth newspaper, or for the 

corporate identity of a bank in Saudi Arabia…etc). 

• Several people keep inquiring about the ways to purcahse the 

fonts and the book and some have already started using them.

• Finally we have initiated a platform for a young generation of 

Arab type designers.
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3.5 The final public presentation stage

The project ended with a public presentation that took place 

in Amsterdam. The format of the presentation was originally 

proposed as an evening where the project is presented by the 

Khatt Foundation and the participating designers, followed 

by a small reception and a book signing of the Typographic 

Matchmaking book. When the time came for organizing and 

preparing this part of the project, the idea evolved to a far more 

ambitious level. The Khatt Foundation invited Mediamatic to 

collaborate on creating this event that ended up in a full-day 

symposium on Arabic visual culture as well as an ambitious 

exhibition/cultural project (a parallel cross-cultural design project 

in its own right).

3.5.1. The symposium

The Khatt Kufi & Kaffiya | Symposium on Arabic Visual Culture was hosted on 

the 24th of August 2007, the Openbare Bibliotheek Amsterdam, 

at the ‘theater van ‘t woord’ in their new central building. 

The aim of the symposium was to present the five new Arabic 

typefaces developed within the framework of the Typographic 

Matchmaking project, and to set them within the bigger context 

of Arabic visual culture. The symposium aimed to present a ‘real’ 

and non-stereotypical image of the contemporary Arab world 

that is rarely portrayed in western media today. The lectures 

indirectly and/or directly discussed the positive role that design 

and typography can play in changing perspective— specially 

in contemporary Arabic youth culture— and in generating 

productive collaborations and murual respect between Arab and 

Western societies.

The program was dense and comprehensive, with 17 speakers 

and 15 concise presentations and short films that barely did fit 

within the planned one-day symposium. The list of scholars 

and designers from the Netherlands, the Middle East, the US 

and Europe discussed the impact of historical and contemporary 

visual culture on Arabic identity.The symposium introduced the 

Khatt Foundation's collaborative 'Typographic Matchmaking' 

pilot design project. It also marked the launch of the Khatt 

Network online community (www.khtt.net). It covered topics 

that varied from history of European printing of Arabic books, 

to expressive calligraphy, to the relation of typography and 

dance, to the relation between culture and technological 

advancement in the printing arts, to political activism through 

visual communication in the Middle East, to case studies of 

inter-cultural design project between Dutch designer and Arab 

institutions (or designers), and statistical information about the 

visual arts, design, new media and typographic expression in the 

Arab world. 
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For more detailed information about each speaker and topic 

please visit  the Khatt website at: http://www.khtt.net/program.

Below is a concise overview of the symposium’s presentations.

The symposium was introduced by a welcoming word from the 

Openbare Bibliotheek’s Director, Mr. Hans van Velzen. The 

presentations then resumed from there on as follows:

— Cultural Survival Kit and Other Practical Ideas

Huda Smitshuijzen AbiFarès explained in her opening speech 

that coming up with strategies for sustainable growth and 

development of cultures and their identities, and cultural 

production is not a simple task. One has to start by asking the 

right questions in order to come with specific and suitable 

strategies on developing projects for an area as geographically 

wide and as diverse as the ‘Arab World’. She proposes certain 

possibilities giving the projects developed by the Khatt 

Foundation as possible scenarios. 

— Google in Arabia: the launch and introduction of the Khatt Network for Arabic 

Typography (www.khtt.net)

Willem Velthoven spoke about his first experiences in the Arab 

world during the Kitabat conference in Dubai. In his hotel room 

he was shocked to learn that his company's website was blocked, 

and relieved to discover later that on the American University 

campus web accessibility was like it is at home. This confirmed 

his basic belief that rulers can never effectively block the flow of 

information in a selective way. The most advanced part of society 

will always find ways to circumvent the blockage. The only type 

of restriction that may work is to ban a type of media entirely on 

one>s territory. But this has the disadvantage that progress in all 

aspects of society will be stalled as well. Effective adaptation to 

modern media stands for general progress.

—Visiting Shiba, The National Museum of Yemen in Sanaa

Jelle van der Toorn was design director in a four-year project to 

restore the National Museum in the capital city Sanaa. The Dutch 

government funded this project. Jelle showed the development 

of the site and all improvements that were made over the years. 

Spending four years in a fundamentally different society has been 

a moving experience for Jelle. He was deeply impressed by the 

splendor of the Yemeni landscape, the traditional architecture 

and centuries old construction methods. There was often an 

emotional nostalgic tone during his recollections of participating 

in a society where kalashnikovs, Qat and tribal gatherings play 

such an important role.

—Dangerous Lingerie and Other Mid East Street Stories that Spook the West

Malu Halasa would very much like to publish more about cultural 
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and political aspects of the Middle East, but she does not seem to 

have an easy time finding publishers interested in her projects. 

She finds this a bit upsetting and invites publishers to show 

more courage when showing unknown aspects of Middle Eastern 

culture that would bring the current mostly one sided image 

slightly more in balance. Moreover, the cultural development in 

the region should highly benefit from these kinds of publications.

She showed pictures taken from a recent publication about 

the lingerie culture in Syria. Nobody would expect this kind of 

frivolities coming from this Muslim country. However, the Syrian 

lingerie culture is not meant to stimulate sexual desires as is the 

case in the West. Its aim is to create delicate attractive beauty as a 

rite of passage to young girls on the way to adult womenhood.

—The Clash of Motion Picture, a Concise Look Back

Typecasting the Arabs

Khaled Ramadan talked about the stereotypical way the Arabs are 

shown in western media. He showed the impressive short video  

Planet of the Arabs made by video maker Jacki Salloum. The video is a 

compilation of mostly American movies. It shows a frighteningly 

skewed portrait of Arabic culture. The strong visual tradition in 

the Arabic culture has made this stereotype immensely powerful. 

The negative stereotype has lead to a point where wearing a 

simple t-shirt with a printed text in the Arabic script could lead to 

an official refusal to board the airplane. The whole Arab world is 

in fact effectively typecast. The shocking power of the media!

—On Activism, Design and Politics in the Arab World

the Arab political poster

Zeina Maasri has collected a large number of political posters in 

the Arab world. Most Arabic countries have a very strong tradition 

for one type of poster: printed portraits of rulers or important 

religious or political leaders. One sees them everywhere. This 

is not the type of poster Zeina is interested in. She collects the 

designs of artist and poster designers that convey more engaged 

messages. Her collection seems to be very well organized and 

categorized. It would be a contribution to Arabic visual culture 

if her collection would become more widely available through a 

publication or book.

—Marhaba, In Search for a Hybrid Visual Language

A Dutch hybrid visual language

Eddy Wegman from the Dutch studio Koeweiden Postma showed 

examples of work his studio has produced for a 'Marhaba, House 

of Culture' in Amsterdam. The Dutch government established 

these houses in big cities to stimulate intercultural contact 

within the Dutch society. The Houses of Culture organize events, 

exhibitions, performances, meetings, and so forth. Koeweiden 

Postma takes elements from traditional Arabic and Islamic visual 
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culture and use these elements as source of inspiration to create 

strong colorful contemporary images. Their work is fresh, bold 

and convincing. It will no doubt stimulate a more contemporary 

version of traditional Arabic decorative patterns.

—Unfamiliar Territories, Arabic Type and Modern Dance

Rhythm in dance and script

Peter Bilak was one of the Dutch designers involved in the 

Typographic Matchmaking project. In his study to understand 

the differences between the Latin and the Arabic script, he 

has made diagrams that reveal fundamental differences. It 

has helped him in his designs. Peter believes that modern 

technology can not only influence typography in a meaningful 

way but also other artforms like dance. He made 'repertoires' of 

dance positions as if it where individual characters in a font. He 

also showed videos where one single dancer could 'dance with 

himself' through projection or image manipulation. He made 

comparisons between designing type for a foreign script (like 

Arabic) and choreography in the way that both processes require 

working with no set rules and delving into unfamiliar territories. 

—From Amulet to Art Nouveau, a Thousand Years of Arab-European Exchange 

in Printing and Book Design.

The mystical script and the exchange of the cultural baton.

Dr Geoffrey Roper gave us some insights in the historical 

developments of Arab-European bookmaking and printing. 

Historians can provide at times sobering information. They 

may show us that a lot of things that seem new to us have been 

done already earlier in history and that real cultural innovation 

happens only on pretty rare occasions, contrary to our natural 

believe that what seems to be innovative within our own lifespan 

is also truly new. 'Arabesque' for instance is a form of making 

decorations that has traveled back and forth between the Western 

and Eastern civilizations over the centuries, each adding specific 

ingredients to its visual representation. All graphic notations, 

like a script for instance, have a mystical aspect: signs that 

represent a meaning, or describe an aspect of reality. It is an 

essential human tool to exercise control and make progress. 

Simple scribbles may contain immense power. The more exotic its 

form the more power is likely to be assumed. In some occasions, 

the Arabic script has been used in the west for its magical 

qualities, not to express meaning or clarify matters, but only to 

use the mystical power of its complicated shapes. To this day, the 

Arabic script is appreciated for this exotic quality and some want 

to preserve this apsect by keeping the complicated structure for 

the script.

—Interface, Expressive Western and Arabic Calligraphy in Dialogue

Brody Neuenschwander covers the whole spectrum of calligraphy: 
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from the perfect execution of the traditional letterforms to the 

highly expressive scribbles that no one can read —except Brody 

himself— and everything in between. Brody has been given 

the opportunity through his longtime collaboration with the 

British filmmaker Peter Greenaway to explore calligraphy in the 

cinematographic media. The results are impressive: no medium 

is capable of producing imagery with so much direct visual 

impact. Brody loves Arabic calligraphy for its expressive and 

'loose' nature. He believes that it can teach western typographers 

a lesson. Latin type design has exhausted the perfection in 

meeting the constrains of legibility, balanced kerning and even 

rhythm and spacing of the text. His message to contemporary 

type designers is: "relax a bit, guys, maybe it's time to explore the 

more Arabic tradition of uneven rhythm and visual complexity."

—The Enchanted Canary

Children books made in Lebanon

Nadine Touma has an invigorating personality. She generates 

warmth, enthusiasm and will power all the way up to the 

farthest seat in the conference room. She is also generously built 

and wears beautiful colourful traditional Lebanese dresses. She>s 

like an orchid in the Dutch polder. She needs all these qualities in 

her work. It is not easy to publish books of the quality standards 

she demands in Lebanon. Professional life is often a struggle, 

finding proper typefaces is often impossible, handwritten text 

is often used in her books—though after the symposium she has 

already started using some of the Khatt fonts for her upcoming 

publications.But she keeps on smiling and she is absolutely 

convinced that she has to stay where she is now and change the 

environment according to her own standards.

—Writing From The Margins, Technological Narratives of Arabic Typography

J.R. Osborn has done extensive research surrounding many 

aspects of the Arabic script, calligraphy and typography. He 

has tried to analyze what is considered most valuable in the 

presentation of the Arabic script for modern media. For this 

reason he interviewed a large number of professionals in the 

field. He believes that the focus is maybe too much on the 

letterforms and its often-complicated particularities. More 

emphasis should be given on the way the text is put on a page. 

He showed a number of examples where the so-called 'marginal 

writing' is a typical Arabic way of making a layout. And he 

wonders if this method could be preserved in representations in 

contemporary media.

—The Current Market for Arabic Fonts, Recent Developments and Needs

Nadine Chahine is a member of the new generation of Arab type 

designers that is so urgently needed in the Arab world. She works 

already for a number of years for Linotype and is occupied with 
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the development and marketing of the Arabic font collection. I 

believe she>s doing an excellent job. The Arabic font collection 

at Linotype she showed is starting to have a contemporary look 

and feel. Nadine mentioned repeatedly the rather unfortunate 

general disrespectful behavior towards intellectual property 

right in the Arab world. She feels it is a serious handicap for the 

normal exploitation of fonts. Nadine was extremely happy with 

the publication of one full page of her Arabic type design for the 

Typographic Matchmaking project. This type of publicity was 

flabbergasting first in the field of type design.

—The Typographic Landscapes of the Arab World 

Research on Aesthetic Trends and Legibility

Tarek Atrissi is an entrepreneurial designer, he is residing in the 

Netherlands but his studio serves local and international clients 

(but mainly clients from all over the Arab world). The scope of his 

design work is quite wide: type design, designs for newspapers, 

brochures, logos and corporate work and signage. He gave us an 

impression of the commissions he has been involved in so far.

—Finally the symposium’s closing session took the form of a 

panel discussion with the type designers from the Typographic 

Matchmaking project, about the project and design process 

involved. This session was moderated by Willem Velthoven and 

Huda Smitshuijzen AbiFarès.

The symposium in Amsterdam has marked the turning of a page 

in the history of Arabic type design. The various presentations 

given at the conference made it evident that the much-needed 

professional development of Arabic typeface design has gained 

momentum. From this moment onwards, the Arabic script 

will start to be shaped by an increasing number of design 

professionals familiar with today's media tools and speaking 

today's design language. Ultimately, only skilled type designers 

in sufficient numbers can keep the visual representation of a 

script alive. They are the indispensable ingredients in all the 

other important contributions of technicians and scholars 

working within the field. It is a special moment in the history of 

a culture that is using a script with such a highly iconic status, 

yet still struggles in so many different ways to adapt this script to 

modern means and needs of visual communication.

The symposium was well attended with around 175 local and 

international participants, in a mix of students, professors and 

professionals. Some attendees came from abroad specially to 

attend this event, such as designers from Saudi Arabia, Egypt, 

Lebanon, Denmark, Switzerland, the UK, Belgium, France and 

Spain. The symposium was followed by the opening of the El 

Hema exhibition and fashion show.
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3.5.2. The exhibition

The Khatt  Foundation approached Mediamatc for help in 

organizing and creating an exhibition that will bring the 

Typographic Matchmaking project and the resulting fonts to the 

Dutch public at large. The El Hema exhibition then developed 

from this to the idea of showcasing the Arabic fonts on everyday 

products and packaging (even on real book covers). This idea 

developed as an extension to the original ‘matchmaking concept’; 

where the iconic Dutch department store HEMA (that stands for 

the simplicity, quality and pragmatic attitude of Dutch design) 

was to be combined with the most emblematic aspect of Arabic 

culture that is the script (here using the Arabic fonts developed 

during the Typographic Matchmaking project). The conceptual 

development of the exhibition was a very good continuation 

of mixing Dutch and Arabic culture in an atmosphere of 

harmonious cross-cultural collaboration; where designers from 

western and Arab cultures worked together on producing tangible 

and well-designed products.  

Huda Smitshuijzen AbiFarès from the the Khatt Foundation, 

collaborated on the conceptual design developments of the 

exhibition and has helped in sourcing out 6 young Arab graphic 

designers from the Middle East and facilitating their travel and 

involvement in the exhibition’s design (identity, products and 

window displays). When we annonced the project to design 

schools in the Middle East, we received about 50 applications 

for the 5 positions we needed. The selection was tough. Finally 5 

designers were selected and arrived 6 weeks before the opening of 

the exhibition, to be joined two weeks later by Pascal Zoghbi (who 

is also one of the type designers on the Typographic Matchmaking 

project). Mediamatic took over the final designing and execution 

of the exhibition (and products within it), and thr project was 

fully under Willem Velthoven and Pascal Zoghbi's art direction. 

The international team of designers, with the 6 young Arab 

graphic designers as central to the whole project, went to work 

on making this ambitious event a reality. Around 50 people were 

ultimately engaged in the making of this project from design to 

final product, designing and building the exhibition.  

This exhibition was a very effective way of spreading the 

fonts beyond the confines of the design circles and traditional 

exhibition conventions. It was a way to use popular means of 

visual expression as means for discussing serious socio-political 

cultural issues. The exhibition was further pushed by Mediamatic 

to include ongoing culture events like a fashion show, music 

performances, workshops, and weekly gatherings that revolved 

around discussing and experiencing various aspects of Arab 

cultures (from cuisine, to art, to music, to film and design).
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The success of the El Hema exhibition and design project 

has led to its selection for this year’s Best Dutch Design 

prize, in the category of Visual Identity (http://www.

nederlandsedesignprijzen.nl). For more information on the 

El Hema, visit the website of Mediamatic at (http://www.

mediamatic.net/set-20008-en.html)

4. Future plans and developments

— Middle East touring presentation and book signings.

A series of planned touring presentations and book signings 

are to take pace in the coming year, in order to help spread the 

word about the project (and literally spread the Arabic fonts). It 

is also as way to meet new potential Arab designers who maybe 

interested and interesting for the later possible repeats of the 

font design project. The first event will take place in Dubai in 

November 2007, to be followed by one in Beirut in early December 

2007. The possibilities to bring these presentations to Egypt, Syria 

and Jordan, are currently being investigated.

 

— Typographic Matchmaking 2.0

Furthermore, we would like to repeat this experiment in the near 

future and use what we have learned from this pilot project to 

go further in our research and investigations. We are looking to 

invite a fresh round of designers and commission them to design 

original dual-script (Latin and Arabic) typefaces that will require 

designing both scripts at the same time—possibly also according 

to a slightly modified design brief.

—Typographic Matchmaking (later versions).

The success of this first pilot project has led the Khatt Foundation 

to consider repeating this project in the Netherlands (but also in 

other European countries such as France, Spain, England and 

Germany). Contact with French and Spanish designers has been 

established already and we are in the process of discussing the 

details for these projects. 
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4.1. Assessment for future improvement

—Establish more workshops at key stages of the design process 

that bring all the designers together over a longer period of time. 

A retreat type of place should be sought for these events where the 

initial introduction can be more intensive and can help speed up 

the initial stages. Then a few more workshops and meeting can 

be scheduled to coincide with the initial conceptual design phase, 

halfway into the final design execution, and at the very end of 

the technical/programming stage.

— Now that the Khatt Foundation’s online community (website) 

has been launched, we can use part of the website for 'shared 

Arabic Type design workspaces'.

Since the next projects will also be conducted over a long period 

of time and between designers that are in different geographical 

locations, telecommunication becomes an integral tool 

within the project. Of course all participants are professional 

designers and are able to organize their project communications 

themselves. Working like this however, would keep the design 

process hidden and would make it difficult to share and learn 

between the five teams. Also a wider audience would be excluded 

from the proceedings.

Therefore, we plan to update and extend the Khatt website so the 

international cooperation between the designers is supported and 

documented. The goal is to not only support the communication 

of the designers amongst each other but especially to make the 

process a shared process for the whole group. Next to that, we>ll 

make a structure that allows visitors to follow the process. This 

following of the process can either be done during the period 

that the collaborative design is conducted or afterwards, as 

a documentation and reference. To support and publish the 

collaboration process, we'll give each individual designer a 

personal place on the site to collect relevant thoughts, sketches 

and documents. Next to that, we'll have a working space for each 

team where they will share and show each other things that are 

of immediate importance to the collaborative design project. The 

participating designers can decide, on a document-by-document 

basis, whether their contributions will be visible to visitors of the 

project or only to participants.

Next to the actual design process spaces, we'll set up knowledge 

sharing spaces for specific issues that affect all teams. Topics will 

range from very practical issues, like dealing with type design 

software and with characters needed, to support for non-Arabic 

languages that use the Arabic script, to historical and stylistic 

discussions. The participants can start new spaces whenever they 

feel they need one.
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5. Conclusion

The Typographic matchmaking project (Arabic fonts and book), 

the Khatt online community (www.khtt.net), the Khatt Kufi and 

Kaffiya | Symposium on Arabic Visual Culture, and the El Hema exhibition/

cultural project have had such a tremendous press coverage and 

unprecedented publicity in the Dutch media; from mainstream 

newspapers to design professional magazines, and from radio 

stations to local news programs, and from design/cultural 

websites to news websites and even personal blogs. With all these 

activities and products that were generated as a result of this 

project, the project in its totality has overshot and exceeded its 

original goals. It was an infectious viral idea that attracted many, 

and brought about a very heart-warming spirit of collaboration 

between roughly about 50 people from different cultural 

backgrounds, origins, design and professional interests. This 

project has marked the turning of a page in the history of Arabic 

type design.

What makes this turning point so special is that the way in 

which it is made public is also remarkable within the broader 

context of the history of type design. The wheel of fortune has 

decided that the inauguration of the Arabic script into the realm 

of contemporary type design is to be celebrated in such a way that 

is unheard of in the development of any typographic development 

around the world - as far as I know.

—Never before has any government ever given a subsidy for the 

development of typefaces that are used by a small minority of its 

population (and mainly by a population outside of its territory).

—Never before has there been any governmental (or otherwise) 

subsidy given to the development of Arabic fonts. 

—The description of the development process of any type design 

has never been so well documented as for these typefaces.

—The development and the distribution at no costs of fonts has 

never been used as a tool for integration of populations.

—Typeface design has never been subsidized as a tool for 

integration and cultural exchange.

—The strategy of typeface introduction with (fake) applications 

for a well-known supermarket outlets chain is absolutely unique.

—There has never been - nor will there ever be (most likely) - an 

introduction campaign for new typeface designs that has drawn 

such immense publicity coverage as the introduction of the five 

new Arabic type designs developed by this project. 

This introduction, through its unorthodox presentation, has 

received overwhelming media and press coverage. This kind of 

media attention and passionate response from the Dutch and 

international public testifies to the need for such projects to 
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bring the socio-political debates into the public domain. It also is 

encouraging for creating more of such projects in the future and 

in further developing strategies and working models for cross-

cultural collaborations and exchange in the visual arts. On the 

practical side, the book has been sellingquite nicely with half the 

initial print run sold in less than one month. This spread of the 

fonts and fast will most likely to create a new trend in graphic 

design and typography in the Arab region.

 

6. Press Coverage

——David Garcia in his article Viva El Hema, for NetTime (www.

nettime.org) has summed up the project’s outcomes as follows: 

“[The Typographic Matchmaking project and the resulting El 

Hema Exhibition]

* It is a project in which critical design (and critical practice) 

served to educate a corporation (and a public) in how to follow the 

logic of their own secular values, with more courage and candour.

* It is a demonstration of the special value of image and design 

culture in articulating alternative world views, not as arguments 

but with all the immediacy and affect of experience.

* It is a demonstration of how working together on ‘objects’ not 

only on ideas, theory, resistance, protest and denunciation takes 

us beyond stale arguments into new spaces of possibility.

* Finally it demonstrates the particular value that non-

commercial cultural institutions have, which, (if they do their 

job properly) are able to take risks that the corporate sector will 

rarely contemplate.”

——From article Nieuw leven in Arabisch schrift, in De Volkskrant, 

by Hub. Hubben, published on 7 September 2007.

“De veelbesproken EL Hema-tentoonstelling in Amsterdam (tot 

en met 4 november), de oosterse variant van het warenhuis, is 

een uitvloeisel van haar [Huda Smitshuijzen AbiFarès] jongste 

project Typographic Matchmaking. In een gelijknamig boek, dat 

tevens fungeert als letterproef, studieboek en showcase van de 

deelnemende ontwerpers, doet zij er verslag van – zowel in het 

Engels als in het Arabisch.

Omdat Nederlandse letterontwerpers een voortreffelijke reputatie 

hebben, konden zij wellicht een handje helpen. Daarop koppelde 

AbiFarès vijf Arabische aan vijf Nederlandse ontwerpers. 

Opdracht aan de vijf teams: maak een Arabische variant die 

matcht met een eerder door de Nederlanders ontworpen (Latijns) 

lettertype. De duo’s werden gevormd door Peter Bilak (met zijn 

lettertype Fedra als uitgangspunt) en Tarek Atrissi, en door 

Martin Majoor (Seria) en Pascal Zoghbi. Fred Smeijers (Fresco) 

werkte samen met Lara Assouad Khoury; Gerard Unger (Big Vesta) 

met Nadine Chahine, en Lucas de Groot (TheMix) met Mouneer 
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Al-Shaarami. Typographic Matchmaking laat tot in detail zien 

hoe de achtergrond, stijl en werkmethodes van de koppels 

verschilden en hoezeer Latijnse en Arabische letters elk hun eigen 

structuur, ritme en optische verfijningen kennen. Bilak en Atrissi 

ontwierpen met de Fedra Arabic een letter die in kleine tot zeer 

kleine corpsen kan worden toegepast, tot dusver een gemis in de 

beschikbare digitale Arabische fonts.”

—— From article  Harmonie tussen Arabische en westerse typografie, 

in De Kracht van Cultuur (http://www.powerofculture.nl), by 

Marieke van der Velden, published in September 2007.

Lange rijen mensen voor de expositieruimte, aandacht in 

landelijke Nederlandse kranten en op tv, stevige uitspraken op 

weblogs over de teloorgang of juist de verrijking van cultuur; 

zelden zal er zoveel ophef zijn ontstaan over... typografie. Vijf 

nieuwe Arabische lettertypes waren de aanleiding voor een 

symposium over hedendaagse Arabische visuele cultuur, op 

24 augustus in Amsterdam. En voor El Hema, een expositie in 

winkelvorm, georganiseerd door Mediamatic. Een expositie van 

t-shirts, prijskaartjes, chocoladeletters en plastic tasjes. Maar het 

ging om de letters.

Bijzonder aan de nieuwe letters is niet alleen de ontvangst, maar 

ook de totstandkoming. Teams van Nederlandse en Arabische 

typografen werkten aan het ontwerp van moderne Arabische 

lettertypen, die te combineren zijn met westerse lettertypen, 

zonder dat een van beide schriften overheerst. Geen eenvoudige 

opgave, vanwege de afstand en het verschil in achtergrond en 

ervaring van de ontwerpers. Maar ook vanwege de verschillende 

schrifttradities. Nadine Chahine, een van de deelnemende 

typografen: "Grafisch ontwerp in het Midden-Oosten wordt 

steeds beter, maar veel projecten zijn in Latijns schrift. De 

Arabische fonts zijn erg lelijk, niet gelijkwaardig aan de Latijnse. 

De mooie dingen die we hebben bevinden zich in musea, maar de 

dingen die gewone mensen op straat zien zijn zó lelijk. Je wilt dat 

Latijns en Arabisch schrift op dezelfde bladzijde kunnen staan

zonder conflict. De droom van een typograaf die opgroeide tijdens 

de Libanese burgeroorlog: geen conflict meer, asjeblieft."

Het samenwerkingsproject Typographic Matchmaking was een 

initiatief van de Khatt foundation. De Khatt foundation heeft 

als doel een culturele dialoog op gang te brengen tussen de 

Arabische wereld en de westerse, en een bijdrage te leveren aan 

een Arabische identiteit. Op die manier wil de stichting culturele 

verandering op gang brengen. Huda Smitshuijzen AbiFarès 

van de Khatt foundation: "Het schrift is daarvoor een logisch 

startpunt. Het schrift is een identificerend onderdeel van de 

cultuur." Identiteit is een woord dat gedurende het symposium 

vaak terugkeert. Niet altijd in dezelfde betekenis. Waar de een 

visionair spreekt over het uitdragen vinden en uitdragen van 

je culturele identiteit, breekt de ander zich het hoofd over het 
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ontwerpen van een goede corporate identity.  Want een typograaf 

moet ook de kost verdienen.

——From article on Nederlandse Moslim Omroep 

(www.nmo.nl), Heb je al gewinkeld bij de Arabische Hema, het 

kunstproject van Mediamatic?, published on 31 Auguts 2007.

“Vijf Arabische fonts werden in 2007 door Nederlands-Arabische 

ontwerpteams ontwikkeld in opdracht van de Khatt Foundation. 

Het hele El Hema project begon in feite bij de opdracht om 

die letters ruimere bekendheid te geven. Maar zowel de Khatt 

Foundation als het El Hema project hebben hogere bedoelingen 

dan een typografische update. Het gaat om niets minder dan het 

zoeken naar een gemeenschappelijke basis van een Arabisch-

Europese cultuur.”

—— From the article in Wereld Omroep (.nl): Expositie Arabische 

Hema neigt naar karikatuur, by Chaalan Charif, published on 27 

August 2007.

 “Eindelijk hebben we de eerste pagina's gehaald zonder iemand 

te vermoorden." Dat zijn de ironische woorden van de Libanese 

vormgeefster Nadine Chahine tijdens het symposium over 

Arabische typografie in Amsterdam, afgelopen vrijdag. Terwijl 

er een overvloed is aan negatieve berichten over de Arabische 

wereld en de moslimgemeenschap in Nederland probeert een 

groep jonge Arabische en Nederlandse designers letterlijk vorm 

te geven aan een culturele uitwisseling tussen twee werelden. 

Zij presenteren Arabische digitale lettertypes, geïnspireerd 

door moderne westerse typografie … Zelden krijgt een Arabisch 

cultureel evenement in Nederland zoveel belangstelling in 

de Nederlandse media. De aandacht richt zich vooral op de 

tentoonstelling in de vorm van een winkel, een Arabische 

versie van Hema. Een slimme en leuke truc om aandacht te 

trekken voor het echte werk dat tijdens het symposium werd 

gepresenteerd. En het werd een succes: de zaal zat de hele dag 

vol met belangstellenden, ondanks het lange programma met 

talloze sprekers. Verschillende aspecten van culturele interactie 

op het gebied van design, vormgeving, typografie en visuele 

beeldvorming kwamen aan bod. Aspecten die heel verrassend 

en interessant kunnen zijn voor Nederlanders die meer willen 

weten over de Arabische cultuur. De aanleiding voor dat alles 

was de presentatie van vijf nieuwe Arabische digitale lettertypes 

die ook geschikt zijn voor commerciële doeleinden. Volgens de 

ontwerpers zijn zulke innovatieve projecten hard nodig in de 

Arabische typografie. De nieuwe lettertypes zijn het resultaat 

van een samenwerkingsproject tussen Arabische en Nederlandse 

vormgevers. De Nederlanders in de groep vonden het een 

spannende en leerzame ontdekkingsreis om te werken met een 

voor hen onleesbaar schrift."
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—— From the article in De Pers: Geen heiligschennis maar gewone 

letters, by Marjolijn van Heemstra, Published on Sunday 26 

August 2007.

 “De nieuwe fonts staan symbool voor veranderingen in de 

Arabische wereld.” 

——From the article Symposium Hedendaagse visuele Arabische 

cultuur, on OneWorld (wwww.onewrold.nl), published on 24 

Auguts 2007.

“De Amsterdamse culturele instelling Mediamatic organiseert, 

samen met de Khatt Foundation, op 24 augustus 2007 khatt, kufi 

& kaffiya, een symposium over hedendaagse Arabische visuele 

cultuur. Het symposium is gericht op ontwerpers, onderzoekers 

en geïnteresseerden in het Midden Oosten. Op 24 augustus 

worden tevens vijf nieuwe Arabische lettertypen, een boek 

en een internationale on-line Arabische design community 

gepresenteerd. In de avond opent de El Hema tentoonstelling en 

de El Hema ontwerpwedstrijd bij Mediamatic in het naastgelegen 

Post CS gebouw.

Het symposium brengt de positieve rol van (grafisch) ontwerpen 

en typografie voor de Arabische jeugdcultuur voor het voetlicht. 

Tijdens het symposium worden vijf nieuwe Arabische lettertypen 

gepresenteerd. Hoe kunnen deze lettertypen, grafisch ontwerp 

en nieuwe media bijdragen aan positieve beeldvorming? En wat 

is de rol van samenwerkingsprojecten in het slaan van culturele 

bruggen tussen Oosterse en Westerse culturen?”

—From Radio interview on NMO, Arabische-NL Match, broadcast 

on Thursday 23 August 2007.

“Het voorstel voor een Arabisch-Hollandse match komt uit de 

onverwachte hoek van Hollandse typografen, aangevoerd door 

typografe Huda Smitshuijzen AbiFarès. Studiogesprek met Huda 

Smitshuijzen AbiFarès over … harmonie tussen de Europese en 

Arabische wereld in het algemeen en tussen Latijnse en Arabische 

letterschriften in he bijzonder, over de schriftcultuur van de 

Koran en in de digitale wereld.”

— From article in DZone (www.dzone.nl), Issue 116 2007,  

Zoektocht naar eigen Arabische typografie, by Hans Frederiks.

“Huda Smitshuijzen AbiFarès, geboren in Beiroet en auteur van 

diverse boeken over Arabische typografie, waaronder Typographic 

Matchmaking, is oprichter van de Khatt Foundation. Tarek 

Atrissi, ook geboren in Beiroet, is ontwerper en maker van de 

Arabische variant van de Fedra. Dzone informeerde bij hen over 

de stand van zaken op het gebied van typografie in het Midden-

Oosten en de noodzaak van moderne Arabische fonts. Tarek: 

‘Door het samenwerken met de Nederlandse ontwerpers zijn 

mijn vaardigheden op dit gebied erg toegenomen. Ik heb kunnen 

zien hoe een professionele letterontwerper werkt, hoe je zoiets 
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aanpakt. Het leuke was dat er vijf teams tegelijkertijd aan een 

zelfde soort project werkten. Dus ook van de andere projecten en 

de problemen die je collega’s hadden kon je veel leren. We hadden 

ook allemaal meetings waarbij we de projecten doornamen en 

gezamenlijke workshops.”

— From article in DZone (www.dzone.nl), Issue 116 2007, 

Kruisbestuiving oosterse en westerse beeldcultuur: Letters proeven bij El 

Hema, by Michiel van Lith.

“De kracht van design die de samenleving kan inspireren, 

innoveren en beschaving brengt… ‘El Hema’ toont het 

praktijkgebruik van de ontworpen fonts. Met uitzondering van 

het Jeugdjournaal is dat in de media nauwelijks aan de orde 

gekomen. Mediamatic laat met ‘El Hema’ een showcase zien van 

de manier waarop marktpartijen kunnen samenwerken met 

behoud van eigen identiteit en inachtneming van ieders cultuur. 

Wie bang is zijn eigenheid te verliezen door het gebruik van 

multiculturele vormgeving, laat kansen liggen. Dat vormgeving 

soms heftige reacties teweegbrengt is veelzeggend over de kracht 

van design. Reageren doet iedereen voor zich, zo creëren we de 

(eigen) wereld.”

For this issue of DZone  (Issue 116 2007), the Khatt fonts were used as part 

of the magazine’s cover illustration


